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General Comment
The discussion in DG-1292, Section B (bottom of page 4 and top of page 5) makes a strong distinction
between qualification and dedication. Section C.2 reinforces the acceptability ofEPRI TR-106439 and EPRI
TR-107330 for the dedication of digital I&C equipment. The two EPRI documents and the associated NRC
safety evaluation reports use dedication and qualification interchangeably with respect to commercial digital
I&C equipment. In particular, qualification testing for seismic, environmental, EMI/RFI and electrical
isolation capabilities are discussed in the context of critical characteristics for dedication.
I would also note that Regulatory Guide 1.152, Revision 3, also uses the qualification and dedication
terminology interchangeably. For example, it notes that EPRI TR-106439 can be used to satisfy IEEE Std
7-4.3 .2-2003 requirement 5 .4.2 for qualification of existing commercial computers.
It would be useful to clarify whether qualification testing done in accordance with EPRI TR-107330 is a
dedication task (e.g., Method 1 verification of critical performance characteristics as outlined in EPRI TR106439) or a separate qualification task performed independently of the dedication effort.
The attached files illustrate the interchangeable use of the terminology in the NRC safety evaluation reports
for EPRI TR-106439 and EPRI TR-107330.
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON , DC , 20555 -0001

July 17, 1997
Mr. Raymond C. Torok
Project Manager, Nuclear Power Group
Electric Power Research Institute
3412 Hillview Avenue
Post Office Box 10412
Palo Alto, CA 94303
SUBJECT:

REVIEW OF EPRI TOPICAL REPORT TR-106439, "GUIDELINE ON
EVALUATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF COMMERCIAL GRADE DIGITAL
EQUIPMENT FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY APPLICATIONS" (TAC NO .
M94127)

Dear Mr. Torok:
By letter dated December 4, 1996, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
submitted topical report TR-106439 , "Guideline on Evaluation and Acceptance of
Commercial Grade Digital Equipment for Nuclear Safety Applications ," for staff review.
The staff has completed its review of EPRl's topical report and prepared the enclosed
safety evaluation report.
The staff has determined that TR-106439 contains an acceptable method for dedicating
commercial grade digital equipment for use in nuclear power plant safety applications
and meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21 . Further, the staff concludes that when
digital equipment is dedicated using the methods described in TR-106439, it may be
considered equivalent to digital equipment designed and manufactured under a 10 CFR
Part 50 , Appendix B quality assurance program. Licensees may utilize the TR-106439
approach when installing digital modifications utilizing commercial grade equipment.
This includes microprocessors that are embedded in electrical and mechanical
equipment as well as process instrumentation and control systems . While the staff finds
TR-106439 acceptable, it is a generic proposal and therefore , licensees referencing
TR-106439 will need to document the details regarding the dedication process and
specific critical characteristics including the verification information described in
Standard Review Plan Chapter 7 such as qualification reports , system description and
software and hardware design and quality assurance docun'9ntation. The staff will
include a reference to TR-106439 in Chapter 7 of the Standard Review Plan .

If you have any questions regarding this safety evaluation report, please contact Jim
Stewart at (301) 415-2824 , e-mail : jcsl@nrc.gov.

Sincerely,

David B. Matthews, Chief
Generic Issues and Environmental
Projects Branch
Division of Reactor Program Management

Project No. 669
Enclosure: As stated
cc w/ Enclosure : See next page
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE TOPICAL REPORT , TR-106439,
"GUIDELINE ON EVALUATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF COMMERCIAL GRADE
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY APPLICATIONS"
1.0

SUMMARY

By letter dated December 4, 1996, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) submitted
topical report TR-106439, "Guideline on Evaluation and Acceptance of Commercial Grade
Digital Equipment for Nuclear Safety Applications," dated October 1996, for staff review. This
non-proprietary topical report was developed by an EPRI utility working group to recommend
gu idance for the dedication of commercial grade digital equipment for use in nuclear power
plant safety systems (commonly referred to as commercial grade dedication). The guidance
provided in TR-106439 addresses: (1) application of the preexisting non-digital commercial
grade dedication guidance to digital systems , (2) identification of applicable codes and
standards , (3) a process to perform the evaluation of commercial grade digital equipment , and
(4) acceptance criteria for using commercial grade equipment in a safety system. Examples
are also provided to illustrate the application of the TR-106439 commercial grade dedication
process .
The commercial grade dedication process described in TR-106439 indicates that equipment
which has a high degree of importance to safety or is sign ificantly complex will require more
effort to verify that the critical characteristics necessary for the equipment to perform requ ired
safety functions are present than for equipment which has a low potential impact on safety or is
composed of relatively simple devices. The safety significance will require the use of existing
plant safety determinations. The TR does not change existing priorities for safety classification .
In all cases , as a min imum , the equ ipment used in safety-related applications will comply with
NRC quality assurance requ irements in 10 CFR Part 50 , Appendix B.
The staff has determined that TR-106439 contains an acceptable method for dedicating
commercial grade digital equipment for use in nuclear power plant safety applications.
Licensees may utilize the TR-106439 approach when installing digital modifications utilizing
commercial grade equipment. This includes microprocessors that are embedded in electrical
and mechanical equipment as well as process instrumentation and control systems. Because
TR-106439 is a generic proposal , licensees referencing TR-106439 will need to document the
details regard ing the ded ication process and specific critical characteristics includ ing the
verification information described in Standard Review Plan (SRP) Chapter 7 such as
qualification reports , system description and software and hardware design and quality
assurance documentation . Th is is discussed in more detail subsequently in this safety
evaluation.
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2.0

BACKGROUND

Commercial Dedication per 10 CFR Part 21
Due to obsolescence , increasing maintenance costs, and improvement in performance , nuclear
power plant licensees are replacing and upgrading the existing analog-based instrumentation
and control systems with digital systems . For many of these safety and non-safety related
systems , the licensees have selected microprocessor-based digital equipment for the
replacements. In addition to meeting the system level requirements, the components
(individually or as part of a system or subsystem) must be qualified for the proposed
application .
Licensees have two options for qualifying equipment for use in safety systems. The first is to
procure the equipment from a vendor that produced it in accordance with a quality assurance
(QA) program that meets the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. The second
method is to dedicate commercial grade equipment for use in the safety system as addressed
in 10 CFR Part 21 . 10 CFR Part 21 requires , in part, that the dedicated commercial equipment
be deemed equivalent to equipment produced under a 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B program .
This latter approach is addressed for commercial digital equipment in this safety evaluation.
Dedicating commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment has been specifically described since
the October 1978 revision to 10 CFR Part 21 which clarified how to identify and dedicate these
commercial grade items. Definitions were provided in 10 CFR Part 21 for "basic component"
and "commercial grade item (CGI)." 10 CFR Part 21 states , in part, that a basic component is
any structure, system , component or part thereof that affects a safety function. Basic
components are items that have been designed and manufactured under a quality assurance
program complying with 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B or items that have been dedicated for use
in safety systems. CGls are those items that were not developed under an Append ix B
program and must go through the commercial dedication process to become designated for use
as a basic component in a safety-related application . Another key definition for commercial
ded ication consideration is "critical characteristics." Critical characteristics are those important
design , material, and performance characteristics of a CGI item that, once verified , will provide
reasonable assurance that the item will perform its intended safety function . The CGI
dedication process is a safety-related activity that must be performed in accordance with an
Appendix B QA program .
A recent (October 19, 1995) revision to 10 CFR Part 21 was promulgated to facilitate dedication
efforts by clarifying definitions and by providing added flexibility in using CGI. Analog and digital
hardware, software , firmware , services , analyses , and systems assembled from any
combination of the above are all candidates for dedication. Layering of commercially dedicated
components and Appendix B components is allowed . An example of layering would be the use
of a commercially dedicated programmable logic controller with the ladder logic prepared under
an Appendix B program.
The second sentence of the new Part 21 definition of CGI excludes " ... items where the design
and manufacturing process require[s] many in-process inspections and verifications to ensure
that defects or failures to comply are identified and corrected (i .e., one or more critical
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characteristics of the item cannot be verified)." The staff considers verification and validation
activities common to software development in digital systems to be a critical characteristic that
can be verified as being performed correctly following the completion of the software
development by conducting certain dedication activities such as audits , examinations , and tests .

REVIEW CRITERIA APPLICABLE TO COTS
The following are criteria applicable to COTS equipment for use in safety-related systems.
There is also a large body of information (not cited below) available from other industries that
have similar COTS qualification issues for computers such as the Department of Defense.
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2 (February 1978), "Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Operation) ," endorsed with some exceptions ANSI N18.7-1976, "Administrative Controls and
Quality Assurance for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants ," which was the first
nuclear industry standard that specifically addressed COTS items. The standard states that
care should be taken to assure the COTS item displays equ ivalent performance to a 10 CFR
Part 50 Append ix B item although it does not describe a method to provide this assurance.
To provide additional detail on the commercial dedication process , the nuclear industry
developed topical report EPRI NP-5652 (June 1988), "Guidelines for the Utilization of
Commercial Grade Items in Nuclear Safety Appl ications ," which describes four methods to
perform the commercial dedication process. The four methods are: (1) special tests and
inspections, (2) commercial grade survey of the supplier, (3) source verification , and (4)
acceptable supplier/item performance record. These methods are applicable to many of the
safety-related components in a nuclear power plant but do not provide specific guidance for
dedication of digital equ ipment.
Generic Letter (GL) 89-02 , "Actions to Improve the Detection of Counterfeit and Fraudulently
Marketed Products ," (March , 1989) conditionally endorses EPRI NP-5652 . GL 89-02 listed
three characteristics of effective procurement and dedication programs identified during NRG
staff inspections. These characteristics are: (1) the involvement of engineering staff in the
procurement and product acceptance process , (2) effective source inspection , receipt
inspection , and testing programs , and (3) thorough , engineering based , programs for review,
testing , and dedication of commercial-grade products for suitabil ity for use in safety-related
applications .
Topical report EPRI NP-6406 (1989), "Guidelines for the Technical Evaluation of Replacement
Items for Nuclear Power Plants ," provides more detailed guidance for technical evaluation of
replacement items. Guidance is provided to help determine when a replacement item is
sufficiently different from the orig inal to warrant a design change evaluation . This document
has not been formally reviewed by the NRG staff.
EPRI topical report TR-102260 , "Supplemental Guidance for the Application of EPRI Report
NP-5652 ," provides additional guidance and clarification to NP-5652 regard ing the commercial
dedication process. This document has not been formally reviewed by the NRG staff.
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Generic Letter 91-05 , "Licensee Commercial-Grade Procurement and Dedication Programs,"
(April 1991) was issued to notify the industry of the staff's pause in conducting certain
procurement inspection and enforcement activities and to identify a number of failures in
licensees' commercial-grade dedication programs. The purpose of the pause in inspections
was to allow licensees sufficient time to fully understand and implement the guidance that was
developed by the industry in NP-5652. Staff positions were provided in GL 91-05 regarding
certain aspects of licensee commercial-grade procurement and dedication programs which
would provide acceptable methods to meet regulatory requirements.
NUREG/CR-6421 (March 1996), "A Proposed Acceptance Process for Commercial
Off-the-Shelf (COTS) Software in Reactor Applications ," which was prepared by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory is similar to EPRI TR-106439 in that it proposes an approach to
the efforts required for commercial dedication based upon the importance to safety of the CG ls.
This NU REG provides a mapping of the acceptance criteria in applicable IEEE, ANSI/ANS and
IEC standards used to evaluate the critical characteristics of digital systems . The NUREG also
provides guidance on testing existing software for safety-related applications which may be
used to supplement the CGI vendor's original testing as needed . NUREG/CR-6421 is
referenced in SRP Chapter 7 as a source of additional guidance for performing commercial
dedication of digital systems.
SRP Chapter 7, Instrumentation and Controls, (NUREG-0800), provides the general staff
review criteria for instrumentation and control systems . It includes reference to IEEE 7-4.3.2
which contains general COTS guidance and also includes additional COTS-specific guidance.
SRP Chapter 7 also contains guidance on the various technical topics for the qualification of
digital equipment in safety-related applications.
IEEE 7-4.3.2, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Digital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear
Power Generating Stations" (September 1993) was endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.152,
Revision 1 (January 1996), "Criteria for Digital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power
Plants." This standard includes guidance for the qualification of existing commercial
computers. The qualification process is accomplished by comparing the existing commercial
product to the design criteria described in the standard. The use of compensating factors such
as additional testing to compensate for shortcomings in a vendor's digital system design
development process or lack of documentation for the design process is permitted.
EPRI ON COTS
An EPRI utility working group was formed in 1994 in order to develop an approach for
evaluation and acceptance of commercial software-based equipment in nuclear safety systems.
It was recognized by the nuclear industry that use of commercially available digital equipment
would be necessary in order to upgrade existing instrumentation and control systems in a cost
effective manner. The working group's specific objectives were : (1) to produce guidelines for
COTS digital equipment that are practical , cost-effective and technically defensible, (2) to
promote industry use of the guidelines , and (3) to gain regulatory support for the approach to
COTS digital equipment dedication. This working group developed EPRI TR-106439.
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The working group held its first meeting on January 25-26 , 1995, with subsequent meetings on
March 20-21 , 1995, and June 21-22 , 1995. The working group kept the NRC staff continuously
apprised of the direction of their considerations. Following the June 1995 meeting the working
group invited the NRC staff to participate at its subsequent working group meetings. The staff
attended meetings on September 20-21 , 1995, January 24-25 , 1996, May 8-9, 1996, and
August 8-9, 1996, and provided verbal comments on the draft working group documents and
presentations . In May 1996, the staff provided written comments on a draft version of TR106439. On October 4, 1996, the working group submitted an "information only" vers ion of TR106439 to facilitate further discussion with the staff. The membership of the working group
included a variety of disciplines from licensees' staffs including electrical , instrumentation and
control , computer, procurement and quality assurance engineers. The working group also
invited digital equipment vendors to participate at some of the meetings. The working group
has indicated an interest in continuing development of more specific COTS digital equipment
implementing gu idance.
TR-106439 describes an approach for evaluation and acceptance of COTS software-based
digital products for use in safety systems . The scope is intended to be limited to that aspect.
There are some related aspects, such as using the information contained in TR-106439 as
input to a 10 CFR 50 .59 evaluation , that are mentioned ; however, the entire scope of activities
and determinations necessary to the 10 CFR 50.59 modification implementation process are
not addressed . TR-106439 does not specifically address the plant mod ification process or
system-level design activities that must be considered for a design change , nor does it provide
a level of detail necessary to ensure completion of the plant design basis verification activities .
In addition , TR-106439 does not provide a comprehensive listing of potential instrumentation
and control system modifications and the specific design considerations for different
applications. The above issues need to be addressed as part of the licensees proposed design
change and may be addressed in other documents.
3.0

APPLICABLE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR DIGITAL MODIFICATIONS

Following is a description of the regulatory requ irements applicable to any safety-related digital
instrumentation and control system modification used by the staff in evaluating TR-106439 :
1)

10 CFR 50.55a(h) references IEEE 279 - 1971 , "Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations ." IEEE 279-1971 states in section 4.3 that:
"Components and modu les shall be of a quality that is consistent
with minimum maintenance requ irements and low fa ilure rates.
Quality levels shall be achieved through the specification of
requirements known to promote high quality, such as
requirements for design , for the derating of components, for
manufacturing , quality control , inspection , cal ibration and test."
IEEE 279-197 1 states in section 4.4 that:
"Type test data or reasonable engineering extrapolation based on
test data shall be available to verify that protection system
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equipment shall meet, on a continuing basis, the performance
requirements determined to be necessary for achieving the
system requirements."
2)

10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A, General Design Criterion 1, states in part that systems and
components important to safety shall be designed , fabricated , erected , and tested to
quality standards commensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be
performed and that recognized codes and standards shall be used when available .

3)

The 18 criteria of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 describe the basic quality assurance
requirements to which a commercial dedication activity must be shown to be equivalent
as stated in 10 CFR Part 21.

4.0

EVALUATION

The following evaluation of TR-106439 is presented in the same order as the topics are
presented in the document.
Section 1, Introduction
The introduction to TR-106439 discusses the background and reasons for the creation of the
EPRI working group on COTS . There has been an increased use of digital technology to
replace the analog equipment that was originally installed in the existing operating plant
instrumentation and control systems . The reasons for the use of digital replacement equipment
include the cost benefits , availability, and flexibility of the newer digital designs compared to the
previous analog systems.
TR-106439 builds upon the previous commercial dedication work performed by the industry in
the past which focused upon mechanical and electrical equipment by relating this earlier effort
to qualification of commercial digital equipment. References are provided to EPRI topical report
TR-102438 , "Guideline on Licensing Digital Upgrades," for digital issues not specifically related
to commercial dedication but which are important for consideration in any safety-related digital
modification. The difficulties of evaluating pre-existing software which often has less
documentation of the development process than is usually expected for a product produced
under a 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B program are discussed.
TR-106439 is intended to be used for COTS digital equipment by any dedicating organ ization.
This may include the utility licensee, a third party, or the original vendor. TR-106439 includes
guidelines for maintenance of the COTS dedication basis as well as the original dedication
effort itself. TR-106439 is not intended to be used as a detailed "how-to" manual. The lists and
examples presented were constructed to illustrate specific points regarding application of the
guidance . They are not necessarily all-inclusive. Differences in the proposed COTS equipment
or the application may require different critical characteristics , acceptance criteria , and
verification methods from those shown in the examples . The staff concludes that TR-106439
provides an acceptable level of detail and agrees with statements in the document that
additional detailed specific information for an actual commercial dedication project would be
needed . In accordance with the requirements of Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures , and
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Drawings ," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, each user of TR-106439 (when used for safety
systems) is required to develop and implement procedures that prescribe the "detail" necessary
to implement the program. The staff notes that the guidance in TR-106439 will not eliminate
the need for a certain amount of engineering judgment in the commercial dedication process by
the dedicating organization. However, the basis for the engineering judgment used by the
dedication organization during the dedication process shall be documented .
Section 2, Definitions and Terminology
The TR-106439 definitions and terminology section provides a listing of terms used in the
document. These terms are primarily derived from 10 CFR Parts 50 and 21 and from relevant
IEEE and IEC standards. The remaining terms are in common use in the industry. The staff
finds the definitions and terminology acceptable .
Section 3, Overview
This section of TR-106439 provides an overview of the approach taken for addressing digital
issues within the previously existing commercial grade item dedication process . Figure 3-2
provides a comparison of a dedicated commercial grade item with an item specifically designed
to meet 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B requirements. The figure shows that the commercial
grade item must be shown to be equivalent to an item designed under a 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix B program , however, the specific steps taken to verify that there is reasonable
assurance that the item will adequately perform its safety function may vary between the two
methods. The staff notes that there may also be significant variation in the specific steps taken
within either method depending upon vendors , components , and applications .
Typically, the commercial grade vendor may be lacking some of the documentation that would
be expected of a 10 CFR Part 50 Append ix B program. To compensate for the lack of
documentation for commercial grade items and reach an equivalent level of assurance , the
licensees (or dedicating entity) may need to perform additional product inspection (including
source inspections and CGI surveys), testing , analyses , verifications , and/or documentation
development, or request the commercial product vendor to augment their existing program to
address these areas.
Successful operating experience in applications that are relevant to nuclear power plant safety
systems may be used as part of the means for determining the acceptability of a commercial
item. As shown in Figure 3-2 , applicable operating experience can be a determining factor for
COTS product qualification but is only a part of the dedication process and should not be
considered the only determining factor.
The supplemental effort that a dedicator must use depends upon several variables including ;
the safety significance (contribution to risk) associated with the specific application (this sets the
overall level of assurance needed), how rigorous are the vendor's development and quality
assurance practices , the maturity of the commercial device, and the complexity of the device the more complex the device , the greater the effort needed to develop adequate confidence it
will meet the requ irements of the application , particularly with regard to potential failure modes.
The safety sign ificance and relative complexity create a "graded approach" to the commercial
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dedication process. Examples are provided in TR-106439 to illustrate the process of assessing
the safety significance .
The overview section of TR-106439 also references other documents for guidance on digital
system licensing and technical issues. These include: (1) Regulatory Guide 1.152 which
endorses IEEE-7.4.3.2-1993, (2) Generic Letter 95-02 , "Use of NUMARC/EPRI Report
TR-102348 , "Guideline on Licensing Digital Upgrades," in Determining the Acceptability of
Performing Analog-to-Digital Replacements under 10 CFR 50.59 ," and (3) EPRI NP-5652,
EPRI NP-6406 , EPRI TR-102260 , Generic Letter 89-02 and Generic Letter 91-05 which provide
guidance on commercial grade item dedication. The TR-106439 overview section provides a
brief description of the four methods for commercial dedication that are described in more
detail in the referenced documents. These four methods are: (1) special tests and inspections,
(2) commercial grade survey of supplier, (3) source verification , and (4) acceptable
supplier/item performance record . It is noted that Generic Letter 89-02 places restrictions on
the use of methods 2 and 4 above as follows:
1)

Acceptance method 2, "Commercial-Grade Survey of Supplier," should not be
employed as the basis for accepting items from suppliers with undocumented
commercial quality control programs or with programs that do not effectively
implement their own necessary controls. Likewise , method 2 should not be
employed as the basis for accepting items from distributors unless the survey
includes the part manufacturer(s) and the survey confirms adequate controls by
both the distributor and the part manufacturer(s).

2)

Acceptance method 4, "Acceptable Supplier/Item Performance Record ," should
not be employed alone unless:
a.

The established historical record is based on industry-wide performance
data that is directly applicable to the item's critical characteristics and the
intended safety-related application ; and

b.

The manufacturer's measures for the control of the design process, and
material changes have been adequately implemented as verified by audit
(multi-licensee team audits are acceptable .)

For typical digital applications using commercially dedicated equipment, no one of the above
methods will suffice by itself. The TR-106439 guideline proposes that for digital applications , a
combination of methods 1,2 and 4 will be needed. The staff concludes that the TR-106439
guidance is consistent with previously established staff criteria for commercial dedication, and
is, therefore , acceptable .
Section 4, Evaluation and Acceptance
Th is section of TR-106439 provides guidance for identifying and verifying critical characteristics
for commercial grade digital equipment. A summary of the commercial dedication process is
presented showing the interaction of the procurement activities and the design and licensing
activities for all stages from the proposal for a design change through operation and
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maintenance. Two items are emphasized as important due to the use of digital technology
while most of the process steps are the same for the commercial dedication of any component
or system regardless of technology. The first item emphasized is the need for a failure
analysis . This will assist in determining the correct critical characteristics of the commercial
grade dig ital item and its impact on the instrumentation and control system failure modes. The
second item emphasized is the need to include digital expertise in the evaluation of the digital
equipment.
TR-106439 identifies three categories for grouping the commercial grade item critical
characteristics as shown in Figure 4.1. The first category is "physical." These include
characteristics such as physical size, power requirements , part number, hardware and software
version , and data communications . The second category is "performance" which includes
response time , and human machine interface (HMI} functionality. It also includes the
environmental items such as temperature, humidity, seismic and electromagnetic qualification.
These two categories are similar to the typical critical characteristics for any electrical and
mechanical equipment dedication effort. The third category referred to is "dependability." This
category receives additional emphasis when compared with typical electrical and mechanical
equipment because of the potential for design errors unique to software development. This
category includes the design process characteristics needed to verify the built-in quality.
Typical examples include verification and validation activities and configuration control. For
each of the above three critical characteristics , TR-106439 provides acceptance criteria , and
guidance on methods of verification and application of the verification methods.
Examples are provided in Table 4-2 of TR-106439 to show activities used in assessment of
item quality and design factors that can be evaluated in assessing item quality. For example, in
the review of the vendor configuration control program and practices, TR-106439 recommends
a review of the vendor and product historical record for control of changes and versions , and
notification of changes , especially required repairs. The examples described are not
all-inclusive. Depending upon application and product specifics , some of the recommended
evaluations may not be needed . Conversely, there may be additional verification activities
needed that are not mentioned in the example .
TR-106439 provides guidance on several add itional commercial dedication topics such as the
timing of the aud it activities , the specific document reviews and expertise requ ired , who and
where to survey as part of the aud it activities , and specific qualification requirements on the
ded icator. For example , TR-106439 notes that the ded ication process must be performed in
accordance with an approved 10 CFR Part 50 Append ix B program. One point that is
emphasized is the need to document engineering judgment. This judgment should be
documented sufficiently such that a comparably qualified individual would reach the same
conclusion. The staff concludes that the gu idance provided in this section of TR-106439 is
consistent with the above acceptance criteria and guidance for qualification of safety-related
digital systems and is, therefore, acceptable.
Section 5, Ma intenance
Th is section of TR-106439 ind icates that the licensee is responsible fo r mai ntaining the validity
of a commercial grade item dedication for as long as the dedicated device rema ins in service .
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The licensee may choose to use the services of the vendor, sub-vendors, separate dedication
organization or other contract support to assist them in the dedication maintenance effort. The
primary emphasis of this section is on maintaining the commercial dedication for upgrades or
error corrections in the digital system software throughout the lifetime of the product. The
dedication effort for design changes in commercial products must be comparable to that for the
original equipment dedication in order to ensure proper safety functions are maintained . The
10 CFR Part 21 reporting requirements, and quality assurance document retention
requirements continue to apply to the modified commercially dedicated equipment.
Depending on the agreement between the vendor, dedicator and licensee, the licensee may be
notified that a new revision is available at the time new equipment is ordered , or when
equipment is sent to the vendor for servicing . The licensee should obtain a written description
of the proposed changes to the dedicated equipment, if any. The licensee should ensure that
the software is not updated to a new revision level without prior evaluation as approved for the
initial design. Any proposed changes should be evaluated by the licensee to determine if a
design change is required and if corresponding rededication is , therefore, necessary.
TR-106439 notes that care should be taken to ensure that a modified commercially dedicated
device is not operated in a configuration that is outside the bounds of the original dedication.
The original dedication package should clearly define the critical characteristics and acceptance
criteria applied in verifying them, and it should document the conditions and assumptions under
which the characteristics were verified in order to permit an effective rededication effort for the
proposed modification.
Typically, the commercial grade digital item is designed for use in a variety of applications ; the
vendor is not involved in the specifics of the application and is not in a position to judge the
safety significance of an identified defect in the product. TR-106439 recommends that the
licensee arrange to be notified by the vendor when defects are discovered. The licensee
should confirm that the vendor's processes will adequately support the user licensee's need for
notification of defects reported to the vendor including those found from non-nuclear users of
the same commercial product.
If a third party organization is used as the dedicating organization the licensee should take
appropriate care to assure the success of maintenance of the dedication process by this
organization if their dedication role is to continue . This section of TR-106439 describes the
need for long term viability of error reporting to a third party and offers several options . This
involves assessing the qualifications, experience, and long term viability of the third party
dedicator. Where the maintenance of the software is to be performed by the licensee user or a
third party, the licensee or third party should procure the tools and associated design and
development information necessary in order to properly implement required software changes.
The staff concludes that this section provides sufficient guidance to ensure that modification to
commercially dedicated digital equipment receives a level of quality verification comparable to
the originally installed equipment.
Section 6, Examples
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This section provides examples to illustrate how the guidance in the previous sections can be
applied for commercial digital items of varying complexity and safety significance. Four
examples are provided starting with a relatively simple digital meter up through a Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) upgrade that is both relatively complex and of high
safety significance. This section notes that even though the examples provided lead to
successful commercial dedication there may be cases where the use of the document should
lead to rejection of an item for dedication in a safety-related application.
The first example is the replacement of a Reg Guide 1.97 Category 1 analog indicator with a
microprocessor-based device. There are two redundant devices whose only function is to
provide operator information . In addition , the indicated variable can also be read or inferred
using other instruments available to the operators . There are no contacts for initiation of any
other equipment. The device is a single-function component with no programmable or software
configurable features . Several thousand of the devices have been in successful service for
several years as a parameter indicator in non-nuclear industrial applications .
Because of the simplicity and testability of the device, and its successful and relevant operating
history, TR-106439 concludes that a detailed survey and associated visit to the vendor's facility
are not required . The TR-106439 guidance notes that even though no formal credit is being
taken for the vendor's quality assurance program or development process in the dedication of
the device, the licensee or dedicator would typically contact the vendor to obtain this
information. Testing of the device is the primary means of verification that the critical
characteristics (including both hardware and software) have been met. The example provides a
table of the critical characteristics , acceptance criteria , and methods of verification. After
completion of the verification of the physical, performance , and dependability characteristics ,
the TR-106439 guidance concludes that th is item was acceptable for use in safety-related
appl ications.
The second example involves the replacement of an existing analog level indicator for a reactor
building sump level with a microprocessor-based unit. The device also has a contact output for
starting the sump pump at a preset level following a design basis accident. In this example , the
TR-106439 guidance indicates that the added functionality, complexity and safety significance
warrants greater scrutiny of the device's design , internal architecture, and the vendor's QA
program . Most of the critical characteristics are similar to the first example ; however, for this
example , the methods of verification include the need for a commercial grade survey of the
vendor to verify the adequacy of the vendor's design development process .
The third example is a multi-purpose, highly configurable device that controls the heating ,
ventilation and air conditioning for a room containing safety-related switchgear. In this example ,
the basic unit is commercially dedicated while the application program is developed by the
licensee under its 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B QA program. A commercial grade vendor
survey was performed as with the previous example ; however, due to the increased complexity
of the digital modification , this survey was more extensive and involved a detailed review of the
vendor's software development practices and design programs. Additional testing of the
modification was also performed beyond the factory acceptance testing of the basic commercial
unit.
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The fourth example involves the use of programmable logic controllers (PLC) in an Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System replacement. This example illustrates that the complexity of
the commercial PLC and the high safety significance of the application warrant a significantly
higher level of effort to evaluate and commercially dedicate the devices when compared to the
previous examples. More interaction is required among the licensee, the designer/integrator of
the replacement system , and the PLC commercial vendor. The example indicates that the
same model PLC is being used for different functions so the dedication effort must include
review of all of the application configurations. In this example , the licensee's first choice for the
PLC vendor was found unacceptable due to the vendor's unwillingness to provide assurance
that the licensee would be notified of operating system software errors or support the necessary
configuration controls for any future required changes in software. A second PLC product was
evaluated and after extensive vendor documentation surveys, testing, and design reviews was
found acceptable.
These examples illustrate a generic approach for commercial dedication based on the type of
commercial digital product application that is acceptable to the staff. While the general
approach and information provided in TR-106439 are acceptable to the staff there is a
substantial amount of detailed documentation required to be evaluated by the dedicating
organization in order to establish equivalent qualification for commercial products under 10 CFR
Part 50 Appendix B requirements.
5.0

CONCLUSION

The TR-106439 guidance provides for some flexibility in the specific methods for performing the
verification activities for commercial dedication consistent with the staff requirements .
Licensees referencing TR-106439 in either a license amendment or 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation
for a proposed digital modification should document the dedication process such that there are
descriptions and justifications for the alternative selected which will support the use of the
commercial product in a safety related application.
The examples in TR-106439 used to illustrate the commercial dedication process were drawn
from actual product and plant experiences . However, they are not intended to contain complete
information on acceptance criteria and methods of verification . Additional critical characteristics
may need to be considered in similar modifications proposed by licensees in the future . The
examples also do not fully illustrate the level of detail that would be required to perform the
activities credited in the dedication process.
Based on its review of TR-106439 , the staff concludes that it contains an acceptable method for
dedicating commercial grade digital equipment for use in nuclear power plant safety
applications, and meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21. Further, the staff concludes that
when digital equipment is dedicated using the methods described in TR-106439, it may be
considered equivalent to digital equipment designed and manufactured under a 10 CFR Part
50 , Appendix B quality assurance program. Licensees may utilize the TR-106439 approach
when installing digital modifications utilizing commercial grade equipment. This includes
microprocessors that are embedded in electrical and mechanical equipment as well as in
instrumentation and control systems. Whi le the staff finds the TR-106439 acceptable , it
provides only a general generic proposal and thus licensees must ensure that the specific
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documentation of the details of the dedication process and the identification and verification of
specific critical characteristics for the commercial product are available including a combination
of design verification information , performance testing and successful comparable operating
history per the guidance of Generic Letters 89-02 and 91-05.
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SPECIFICATION FOR QUALIFYING A COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE PLC FOR
SAFETY-RELATED APPLICATIONS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS"
Dear Mr. Naser:

By letter dated January 9, 1998, EPRI submitted topical report TR-107330 , Final Report,
"Generic Requirements Specification for Qualifying a Commercially Available PLC for Safety Related Applications in Nuclear Power Plants," dated December 1996, for staff review. EPRI
submitted an amendment letter dated 4/24/98 to address some additional quality assurance
issues. The staff has completed the review of the non-proprietary topical report and the
amendment letter dated 4/24/98 and prepared the enclosed safety evaluation report approving
TR-107330 as modified by letter of 4/24/98.
TR-107330 presents a requirements specification for generically qualifying a commercially
available PLC for safety-related applications . The goal of this requirements specification is to
define the essential , critical technical characteristics that must be included as part of a PLC
design for use in a range of safety applications . System and software development and quality
processes are addressed in t,. .s specification primarily by references to published standards
and guidelines.
The TR-1 07330 guidance provides for some flexibility in the specific methods for performing
the verification activities involved in qualifying a PLC consistent with staff requirements.
Licensees referencing T R-107330 for a proposed digital modification should document the
qualification process such that there are descriptions and justifications for the methods selected
which will support the use of the specific PLC product in a safety-related application. Because
the term "PLC" is used by various manufacturers to label digital equipment with capabilities that
vary from relatively simple to very complex, care should be exercised to assure that the
TR-107330 guidance is not used to attempt to qualify equipment beyond the intended scope .
Based on the review of TR-107330 and the 4124/98, EPRI letter the staff concludes that
TE-107330 contains acceptable requirements specification guidelines for licensees use in
procuring a particular vendor's PLC for use in safety system applications . Use of the TR-

107330 approach when designing digital modifications will provide licensees with a
requirements specification that will enable the PLC design to meet the requirements of
10 CFR Part 50 as identified in section 1 of this SER and the guidance of SRP, Chapter 7,
"Instrumentation and Controls" concerning digital instrumentation and control systems.
While the staff finds TR-107330, as modified by the 4/24/98 EPRI letter, acceptable , it should
be noted that TR-1 07330 provides only generic requirements for pre-qualifying commercial
PLCs for use in safety-related applications. For a plant specific PLC application , the staff review
will ensure that the PLC requirements specification has in fact been followed and that the
system design meets all of the applicable regulations and guidance as provided in 10 CFR Part
50 and in SRP Chapter 7, for the specific application proposed . This includes a number of plant
specific concerns such as diversity, EMl/RFI separation criteria , and maintenance training that
must be satisfied before the PLC system design can be found acceptable in a plant specific
safety system design. For plant specific applications , the licensee is responsible for determining
whether the specific design incorporating the PLC can be implemented without prior NRC staff
approval in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50 .59. NRC staff approval of EPRI
TR-107330 does not provide this determination .
If you have any questions regarding this safety evaluation report , please contact Jim Stewart at
(301) 415-2824 , e-mail: jcs1@nrc.gov.
Sincerely,

Thomas Essig, Acting Chief
Generic Issues and Environmental
Projects Branch
Division of Reactor Program Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Project No. 669
Enclosure: Safety Evaluation
cc: See next page

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE TOPICAL REPORT, TR-107330,
"GENERIC REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION FOR QUALIFYING A COMMERCIALLY
AVAILABLE PLC FOR SAFETY-RELATED APPLICATIONS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS"

1.0

SUMMARY

By letter dated January 9, 1998 , the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) subm itted TR107330 Final Report, "Generic Requirements Specification for Qualifying a Commercially
Availab le PLC for Safety-Related Appl ications in Nuclear Power Plants ," (December 1996) for
staff review. A mod ification to TR-107330 clarifying qual ity assurance commitments was
submitted by letter dated April 24 , 1998. This non-proprietary topical report was prepared by
the EPRI Working Group on Qualification of Commercially Available Programmable Log ic
Controllers for Safety Related Applications. The EPRI working group included utility
engineering staff from mu ltip le discipli nes including instrumentation and control, electrica l,
qual ity assurance and procurement. The EPRI working group also invited participation fro m
vendors and NRC staff.
TR-107330 presents a specification in the form of a set of requ irements to be applied to the
generic qualification of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) for application and modification
to safety-related instrumentation and control systems in nuclear power plants. This includes the
use of PLCs in safety systems that may not be categorized as instrumentation and control
systems such as PLCs that are embedded as part of electrical (switchgear control) or
mechan ica l (motor operated va lve lim it switch control ) applications . The requ irements
specification is intended to be su itable for use in :
Procuring a PLC with an appropriate selection of input/output (1/0) and other types of
modu les that encompasses a broad range of potential safety related applications.
Demonstrating that the PLC operatin g software quality is adequate for use in nuclear
power plant safety systems.
Demonstrating that a selection of PLC hardware is su itable for use in safety systems
whose requirements lie within the qualification envelope.
Defin ing requ irements and contents for an application gu ide that will define the
qualification envelope , the baseline configuration control information , and other
appropriate information . The gu ide is intended to be used as the basis for a specific
appl ication .
In addition , the specification is intended to be consistent with the [associated] requ irements of
10 CFR Part 50 , Append ix B1 •

1
The term (a ssociated] requ ireme nts of 10 CFR 50 A pp endix B is used to c la rify th at the QA
criteria addressed in E P RI T R-107330 , whi le inte nded to be con sisten t with th e cri te ria g ive n in A ppen d ix
B , are bounded by th e activities d irectly re late d to the develop m ent a nd man ufact ure of a P LC a nd are ,
therefore , not comp lete . That is requirements contained in this document do not include all quality
ass ura nce (Q A) pro cedures that are necessary for a PLC vendor to be a qual ified 10 CFR Pa rt 50 ,
A ppen d ix B suppl ier.

-2This safety evaluation report (SER) provides the results of the staff's review of TR-107330 as
modified by the 4/24/98 letter, against applicable regulatory guidance for safety-related digital
instrumentation and control (l&C) systems. The staff has determined that the TR-107330
guidance is in compliance with the acceptance criteria identified in Chapter 7, "Instrumentation
and Controls," Table 7-1 of the SRP, that are applicable to the generic qualification of a PLC as
a component for safety-related applications . The associated regulatory requirements (10 CFR
Part 50) are: 50 .55a(a)(1 ), "Codes and Standards," 50 .55a(h), "Protection Systems ," General
Design Criteria (GDC-10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A) , GDC 1, "Quality Standards and Records ,"
GDC 2, "Design Bases for Protection Against Natural Phenomena ," GDC 4, "Environmental and
Dynamic Effects Design Bases," GDC 21 , "Protection System Functions ," GDC 23 , "Protection
System Failure Modes," GDC 24 , "Separation of Protection and Control Systems ," GDC 25,
"Protection System Requirements for Reactivity Control Malfunctions ," and GDC 29 , "Protection
against Anticipated Operational Occurrences." TR-107330 is intended to provide a
qualification envelope that should meet the above listed criteria for a wide range of plant
specific applications. Any plant specific application will need to verify that the qualification
envelope provided by qualification to the guidance of TR-1 07330 does meet the requirements
of the application . TR-107330 is intended to meet the guidelines given in SRP Table 7-1 which
includes applicable regulatory guides and branch technical positions. TR-107330 also includes
specification information that may be important for a vendor/system designer/utility (e.g ., ease
of maintenance , cost, potential future upgrades, etc.) but are not required for regulatory
considerations . Because the term "PLC" is used by various manufacturers to label equipment
with capabilities that vary from very simple to very complex, care should be exercised to assure
that TR-107330 guidance is not used to attempt to qualify equipment beyond the intended
scope. Because TR-107330 is generic, licensees referencing TR-107330 will need to
document the details regarding the use of th is specification in plant specific applications . Th is
is discussed in more detail in the following sections. This SER is organized with the same
section numbering and topics as TR-1 07330.
1.1

Background

PLCs have been widely used in industrial facilities for more than 20 years. A PLC is a collection
of hardware and software specifically designed to perform a sequence of user-defined control
actions that were traditionally implemented using electro-mechanical (e.g. relays) and single
function electronic devices (e.g. single-loop controllers) . The controls for most of the safety
systems in nuclear power plants are of this type.
Since its inception, PLC hardware was designed to operate reliably in industrial environments.
Therefore , most commercially available PLC hardware should be capable of withstanding the
stresses applied to it during qualification testing for use in a nuclear safety system in a mild
environment. However, PLCs contain both application and operating software which require a
broader qualification effort.
An advantage of a PLC is that its programming "language" uses symbols that are readily
related to control and protective actions or to electro-mechanical devices that are used to
implement these actions. A second advantage is that they can utilize existing operator controls ,
final actuating devices, and isolation devices by connections to inpuUoutput (1/0) points on the
PLC .
1.2

Overview of Technical Scope and Focus and Regulatory Review

-3The goal of TR-107330 (the PLC Generic Specification) is to define the essential technical
characteristics , (e.g ., 1/0 points and options , scan rates , software features , etc.) that must be
included to cover the needs of a range of plant safety-related l&C system applications .
Process-oriented activities, including system and software development and quality processes,
are addressed in this specification primarily by reference to published standards and guidelines.
The technical scoJ?e focus and content of this specification is based on the steps involved in
completing a generic qualification effort. Performing the qualification requires , in effect,
creating a synthetic application so the steps are similar to those used in qualifying any device
for nuclear safety-related service. The steps are:
A.

Selecting a PLC product line that supports the requirements of this specification (§4 ,
System Requirements) and the required functionality of nuclear safety-related
applications . The selection process includes selecting the set of PLC modules to be
qualified.

B.

Evaluating the manufacturer's (including third party or sub-tier suppliers) hardware and
software QA programs (§7 , Quality Assurance) applied to the products of interest to
determine if they are adequate to support nuclear safety-related applications with a
reasonable set of supplementary activities . The evaluation includes factors relating to
both generic qualification and future applications of the qualified products.

C.

Procuring a set of modules and any required supporting devices and software from the
PLC manufacturer or third party suppliers to be used as the qualification test specimen .

D.

Defining and producing a Test Specimen App lication Program (TSAP) (§5,
Acceptance/Operability Testing). The TSAP involves creation of a synthetic application
designed to aid in the qualification tests and operability testing .

E.

Combining the modules and the TSAP into a suitable test configuration and performing
a set of acceptance tests on the test specimen. This involves conducting a system
integration test for the test specimen.

F.

Specifying the set of qualification tests to be performed on the test specimen
(§6,
Qualification Testing and Analysis), including defining a set of operability tests to be
performed at su itable times in the qualification process. The operability tests are
designed to demonstrate satisfactory operation under the stresses applied during
qualification tests .

G.

Performing the qualification tests and documenting (§8 , Documentation) the results.
Results documentation includes producing documentation that defines the qualification
envelope 2 , specific products that were qualified , and other application information and
application guidance for using the qualified PLC in a specific application.

2

Since a PLC is a modular device , the arrangement of the modules ha s the potential to change
the stresses that occur during seismic and environmental testing . Therefore , the testing shou ld be
designed to provide bounding co nditions for these stresses.

-4 The goal of this specification is to provide generic requirements for pre-qualifying commercial
PLC lines for use in safety-related applications in nuclear power plants , therefore , the utility or
its designee will need to complete the tasks necessary to actually apply the qualified PLC in a
specific plant application.
The staff's review of TR-107330 was lim ited to the generic qualification of a PLC as a
commercially available component and the requ irements needed to qual ify the PLC for safetyrelated applications . For a few topics contained in the EPRI topical it was necessary to
consider system level application requirements or guidelines to assure that the PLC as a
component was in compliance with such applications . This was accomplished by reviewing the
PLC generic requirement specification against the accegtance criteria and guidelines given in
Sections 7.2 through 7.9 of the SRP. In addition , since TR-107330 and, therefore, the SER are
primarily concerned with the PLC as a commercially available component, an effort was made
to maintain consistency with the applicable sections of the related topical report EPRI TR106439, "Guideline on Evaluation and Acceptance of Commercial Grade Digital Equipment for
Nuclear Safety Applications," and the staff SER approving this topical report.
The format and content of EPRI TR-107330 was selected to provide a logical organization of
the material presented. This SER compares this material to the gu idance in SRP Chapter 7
wh ich provides the staff determination of acceptability of that material. When add itional
gu idance is necessary to ensure that a particular aspect in the TR-107330 material is complete ,
the SER provides that information. Licensees using TR-107330 should also consider the
contents of this SER when pursuing plant specific modifications.
The assessment of compliance of TR-107330 guidance with the applicable regu lations ,
identified as acceptance criteria in SRP Table 7-1, are given in the fo llowing sections of the
SER.
1.3

Overview of Roles in PLC Applications To Nuclear Safety Systems

The demonstration of qualification of a PLC involves a defined process. A discussion of
process-oriented activities should consider the question of what organizations perform each of
the activities. The process requirements in this specification only relate to completion of the
activities, without specifying which organization actually performs them. Nevertheless, it is
useful to clarify key roles that are referred to throughout the generic specification . In any given
circumstance, different organ izations (utility, consultant, reactor vendor, equ ipment
manufacturer, etc.) may assume one or more of the roles in the PLC qualification process.
Some important roles in the process are :
The manufacturer (sometimes called the PLC vendor) produces the generic PLC product line
for the commercial marketplace.
The qualifier (or generic qualifier) is responsible for confirming that the PLC product meets the
requirements of this specification. The qualifier could be one or more utilities, an independent
consultant or test lab, EPRI , or another organization. The role of qualifier is not concerned with
any particular application. The qualifier is responsible for demonstrating that 10 CFR Part 50 ,
Appendix B and 10 CFR Part 21 requirements are met. The qualifier is the principal user of this
generic specification .

-5The applier is responsible for designing , implementing , and testing the specific application in a
specific plant. This role includes the application-specific activities which are not covered by the
generic qualification. The applier could be the utility, a contractor, system integrator, or a
reactor vendor.
The utility itself has ultimate responsibility as operator of the plant for the safety application of
the PLC and its impact on plant safety, regardless of whether the utility itself has performed any
of the above roles.
Note that a particular organization , such as the utility or a consulting firm , can assume multiple
roles on a particular application project. Alternatively, one of the roles (e .g., qualifier) may be
performed jointly by multiple organizations (e .g., the utility and its consultant). Thus , the
generic specification in no way prescribes what organization fulfills the responsibilities of these
roles.
1.4

General Overview

This section provides the overall basis for the various PLC requirements described below,
discusses generic vs. application specific considerations and addresses the use of third party
hardware and software modules .
The PLC architecture overview describes a main chassis with a selection of input/output (1/0)
modules , processor modules and power supplies. The application program is executed in a
continuous loop. Because TR-107330 is a generic qualification document, it includes many
requ irements that are not addressed by the regulatory criteria . These were included by the
working group so that TR-107330 could be used in preparing procurement specifications . In
addition to items of regulatory concern , TR-107330 addresses issues of ease of maintenance ,
future expansion , cost, the number and types of 1/0 that the PLC platform can support for
multiple applications , etc. It is acceptable to the staff for these additional design requirements
to be included in TR-107330.
The qualification parameters generally assume that the PLC will be located in a mild
environment. TR-107330 notes that some of the qualification parameters may be tailored for a
particu lar site . In any case , the generic qualification envelope must meet the plant specific
application requirements , or alternative plant specific qualification is necessary.
The generic PLC qualification is intended to provide a platform that meets a wide range of
safety system applications . The implementation of a specific application may fall within the
generic qualification envelope , or additional qualification activities may be needed when the
generic qualification envelope can not be met. TR-107330 provides several examples of
licensing issues that need to be considered , depending on the specific application proposed for
the generically qualified PLC. An example is a defense in depth analysis which requires a plant
wide evaluation for a reactor protection system upgrade proposal.
TR-107330 notes that for some PLCs , software and hardware may be available from third party
vendors . Th ird party items are not included in TR-107330 and , therefore , would need to be
qualified or ded icated as part of the specifi c application .

-6TR-107330 discusses the various amount of redundancy that PLC configurations may have.
These equipment redundancies are provided for reasons of availability or maintainability, not
necessarily to meet regulatory requirements. For example , a PLC could have redundant power
supplies within a single safety channel which would exceed the licensing basis single failure
criterion per IEEE 279. The licensing basis redundancy requirements for the safety-related
system undergoing modification remains the same as before the PLC retrofit. The system level
requirements of IEEE 279 (or IEEE 603 depending upon the licensing basis) would still be
maintained . This section of the TR-107330 is acceptable to the staff.
1.5

Specification Organization

This section describes the layout of the specification . For ease of review, this SER follows the
same layout. TR-107330 , Table 1-1 , provides a cross reference from the requirements to the
various test and documentation sections.
2.0

DEFINITIONS, ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS

The definitions, abbreviations and acronyms (including some from IEEE 610.12) are in common
usage in the industry, or are clearly defined . These are acceptable to the staff.
3.0

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

Applicable reference documents are those documents that are used primarily as a basis for
some of the requirements given in the specification . In addition to the requirements that apply
to all safety system equipment (such as 10 CFR 50, Appendix B quality assurance
requirements), the document list in TR-107330 includes the IEEE computer standards currently
endorsed by the staff with regulatory guides. The list of applicable documents is acceptable .
Information documents are used primarily for additional information and guidance. This list
includes the regulatory guides, other EPRI publications , and additional US and international
standards . The use of these documents for additional information is acceptable.
4.0

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

4.1

Overview of Performance Basis

The basic PLC performance requirements identified in TR-107330 (e .g. speed , accuracy) are
derived from the plant equipment characteristics and safety analyses. With respect to
environmental conditions , this specification assumes the equipment will be located in a mild
environment.
4.2

Functional Requirements

TR-107330 specifies an overall response time from input to output of 100 milliseconds or less.
TR-107330 notes that some system's response time requirements will not be met by this
response time (such as a BWR Reactor Protection System input that may require a response
time of 20 milliseconds or less), therefore, a PLC that meets the requirements specified in TR107330 may not be suitable for all applications. The selected response time is a compromise
that is intended to envelope the largest number of potential applications . With the caveat that
the actual application response must be verified , this requirement is acceptable to the staff.

-7TR-107330 specifies the number of 1/0 points. These were selected to provide coverage of as
many applications as reasonable. The control functional requirements will be provided in a
high-level language with symbology that is related to the specific control action . The PLC will
have standard control features such as the emulation of relay coils and contacts , timers ,
comparators, etc. The capability for special features (calculated math functions , etc.) may also
be provided. The control features are acceptable to the staff.
TR-107330 establishes an overall availability goal of 0.99 for a PLC with a specified
configuration to support planUsystem availability and maintenance goals. EPRI notes that this
is not a requirement and the deterministic criteria of IEEE 603 and IEEE 7-4.3.2 will still be
applied to the PLC design. The calculation of availability will conform to IEEE 352 and will use
MIL STD 217F for estimating the reliability of individual components. The calculation will
consider failures that are detected by on-line diagnostics, various surveillance intervals , mean
time to repair, and environmental stress. Testing criteria are provided. Guidance is provided
on calculating availability for PLCs that include redundancy within one channel. Fault tolerant
and failure detection features may be used to increase the availability of the PLC. The potential
negative effects of increased complexity and scan time will be included in the availability
analysis. TR-107330 also allows operating experience to be used as a basis for establishing
module failure rates if adequate data and supporting information are available . The staff does
not consider numerical reliability/availability as a sole means of meeting NRG regulations ,
however, it can provide additional insight into the expected operation of the PLC and is
acceptable to the staff as supporting information to the deterministic criteria of the SRP . Use of
numerical reliability/unavailability for software-based systems is not acceptable as a sole means
of meeting NRG requirements because software-based system failures are not random."
A failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) will also be performed on the PLC platform during
generic qualification in accordance with the relevant sections of IEEE 352 . This information can
then be used as an input to the system level application specific FMEA.
The PLC will have a watchdog timer or equivalent method of detecting a failure to complete a
scan . The timer will not depend on the same clock source as the processor. The staff finds
this acceptable.
The qualification process will include an analysis to provide the information needed to support
an application specific setpoint analysis per ISA SP 67 .04 (as endorsed by Regulatory Guide
1.105). This includes uncertainty/allowables, calibrated accuracy, hysteresis , repeatability,
temperature sensitivity, drift, and the effects of power supply variations . The accuracy of any
mathematical calculations will be included. Environmental effects are considered. This is
acceptable to the staff, however, the final setpoint determinations are plant specific and will be
reviewed as part of the plant specific application. The staff finds the PLC functional
requirements specified in Section 4.2 of TR-107330 to be consistent with the guidelines of SRP
Chapter 7 and , therefore , acceptable .
4 .3

Hardware Requirements

The generic qualification of the PLC will require several different types of 1/0 modules while any
specific application will typ ically only require a few . All of the modules will be qualified to the
guidance in section 4.2 of TR-107330. While TR-107330 discourages the use of external (from
the PLC) devices it acknowledges that there may be some applications that require it. If
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The analog input requirements specify that the converted value will stay at the
maximum/min imum value during over range and under range conditions up to twice the rated
input. The out of range condition will be indicated with a flag that is available to the application
program. The application will determine if these conditions are to be alarmed .
The voltage input requirements specify the standard voltage input values used in operating
plants . Group-to-group and module isolation requirements are specified . Th is isolation is
provided to minimize interference between different signals in the same PLC and should not be
confused with the isolation requirements of IEEE 603/279 for separation between safety and
non-safety and between different channels of a safety system .
The current input requirements specify the standard current input ranges and isolation
parameters . The hardware response time for the modules are not specified but rather are to be
evaluated to show that they can support the overall response time for all modules and
processors. The individual contribution of any module type to the overall response time may
vary.
The RTD input modules will support both European and US standard 2,3, and 4 wire elements .
The thermocouple input modules will have 8 (or more) measurement spans included. The
maximum cable length and minimum cable size are also specified . The cable parameters were
selected as the extremes for most applications. The temperature ranges were selected as the
most commonly used industrial thermocouple types, 4 of which are the most commonly used in
LWRs . The modules must detect open thermocouples .
The PLC 1/0 modules will provide for discrete AC and DC inputs. Surge withstand and groupto-group isolation will be provided and tested in accordance with IEEE C62.41. The PLC
modules will provide for transistor-transistor logic (TTL) input. The modules will also provide for
at least two pu lse inputs with the parameters as provided in TR-107330. As previously noted ,
all of the inputs must be verified to be adequate for any particular application. The inputs listed
above should meet a wide variety of applications and are acceptable to the staff.
The output modules listed in TR-107330 follow a similar format to the input modules in
specifying output levels , accuracy, resolution , isolation and surge withstand . The output
modules include voltage , current, solid state discrete (AC and DC) , relay , and TTL capabilities .
The output modules should be capable of satisfying the requirements for a wide variety of
applications and are acceptable to the staff.
TR-107330 provides processor loop time requirements , memory capacity and data retention
capability requirements. The ranges selected should support a wide range of applications. The
memory used to contain the application program , constants , and parameters will be capable of
retaining the information for a minimum of 6 months without power. Section 4.7.4 of TR107330 identifies any batteries used in the PLC to ma intain memory as items to be identified
and included in a scheduled maintenance/surveillance program . The plant specific application
should identify any req uirements for fire protection as a resu lt of using batteries .
Data acquisition requ irements are provided including the specification that isolation and surge
withstand will be provided such that applying the voltage levels specified in section 4.6 of TR-
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damage any other module in the main chassis nor cause disruption of the operation of the main
chassis backplane signals that could result in the loss of the ability to generate a trip signal.
The staff considers that the isolation and surge withstand requirements of this section of TR107330 provides a significant degree of segmentation and functional diversity between signals
within a single safety channel and is, therefore, acceptable .
Communication port requirements are provided in TR-107330 . The ports are specified as
supporting at least 9600 Baud and providing RS-232, RS-422 , RS 485 or other widely used
standard physical layer protocol. The staff notes that the Baud rate must be shown to support
the timing requirements for any specific application .
TR-107330 notes that coprocessors may be provided and specifies the hardware requirements
that shou ld be applied . TR-107330 specifies that the chassis of the PLC will be suitable for
mounting in a standard 19 inch rack and will have positive hold downs sufficient to meet the
generic seismic requirements. If redundancy within a channel is provided to meet
availability/reliability goals , TR-107330 provides requirements for transfer mechanisms and
failure detection .
The normal (60-104°F) and abnormal (40-120°F) temperature range requirements are specified
in TR-107330. The staff notes that the a plant specific environmental conditions must be
evaluated for the specific application including consideration of the power source for the
ventilation of the cabinet and room (IE or non-IE) and the length of time of the station blackout
requirements of the plant. The PLC will be qualified to the electromagnetic interference/radio
frequency interference (EMl/RFI) levels and electrostatic discharge (ESD) requirements as
specified in EPRI TR-102323 which has been previously accepted by the staff (SER dated April
17, 1996) as an acceptable means of qualifying digital equipment for EMl/RFI. The staff finds
the PLC hardware requirements specified in Section 4 .3 of TR-107330 to be consistent with the
guidance of SRP Chapter 7 and, therefore , acceptable .
4.4

Software/Firmware

The main processor executive capability requirements are listed. Though not a requirement ,
the main processor operating system is often a relatively (when compared with general purpose
operating systems) small and simple system referred to as an "executive." TR-107330
describes a preference for a continuous deterministic cycle behavior with a minimum of
interrupts. This is consistent with the acceptance criteria in SRP , Chapter 7 and is , therefore ,
acceptable to the staff.
Unintended and unused functions are not addressed in any specific requirements in TR107330, however, the failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) (section 6.4.1) supports the
analysis and resolution of abnormal conditions and events described in IEEE 7.4.3.2 including
potential unintended functions.
Coprocessor (if used) requirements are provided and are similar to the main processor
executive requirements .
The application software media provided may be on either 3-1/2 inch floppy discs or on CDROM. The media will be labeled with contents, revision level , and any serial numbers assigned .
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the standards listed in SRP Chapter 7 will be maintained by the vendor, dedicator, and/or
licensee.
TR-107330 was written with the assumption that the PLC will use ladder logic or similar
language for programming the application . TR-107330 specifies that the PLC will have the
capability to simulate relay coil and contacts , timers , counters , comparators , and proportional
integral derivative (PIO) controls . In addition to simulating traditional electromagnetic and
electronic instrumentation and control equipment the PLC will also be capable of performing a
variety of math functions such as multiplication and square roots.
Development tools for programming , debugging , and program documentation will be provided .
These tools may be used in a personal computer or special programming device. The
requirements specify interfaces (PLC, printer, display, remote storage capability) and
debugging aids . The specification also includes the ability to perform a bit-by-bit comparison
between the program that is in the PLC and a program contained in the programming device.
Security requirements are also specified . Tools will be maintained under configuration
management. The quality of the tools and their appropriate use are reviewed during the quality
assurance review activities described in section 7 of TR-107330. The staff finds the above
requirements for tools acceptable .
General configuration control issues are addressed in section 7.7 of TR-107330. Section 4.4 .5
specifies the attributes that the PLC executive and/or software tools will include from the vendor
in order to facilitate maintaining configuration management following delivery. This is in
addition to the guidance of IEEE 828 and the guidance of IEEE 1042 that should have been
used during the manufacture of the PLC and the tools . An electron ic revision level will be
embedded in the PLC executive . Any device that contains firmware or other programmed
information will be marked with the revision level. Any software tool or other device that is
capable of modifying an item that is under configuration control will include security features to
prevent unauthorized access. This is acceptable to the staff.
TR-107330 provides a list of 14 fault conditions that may occur in a PLC , a method or test to
detect the fault , and action to be taken upon fault detection . Power up diagnostic requirements
are also provided. These diagnostics in combination with the continuous self-diagnostics and
surveillance testing are intended to detect all failures that could prevent the PLC from
perform ing its intended safety function . The staff considers that detection of all fa ilures is
difficult to prove , however, the staff finds the described self-diagnostics and fault detection
features to be acceptable .
Data base management capabilities include storing the user-defined constants in non-volatile
memory and providing for reading and modifying the constants. Redundant PLCs (within a
channel) will provide features to verify that the constants are the same .
Ladder logic is the prom inent language for PLCs , however, sequential logic languages and high
level languages are also addressed in the TR-107330 requ irements. The staff finds the use of
these languages in place of or to supplement ladder logic to be acceptable .
The PLC is required by TR-107330 to provide a sequence of events (change in state of inputs
or outputs) recording capability with up to 50 events and an accuracy of one scan cycle+/-
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acceptable to the staff, as they are consistent with the guidelines in SRP Chapter 7 for safetyrelated systems.
4.5

Human/Machine Interface (HMI)

Most of the HMI features used by the operators in a PLC-based system are not part of the PLC
itself and , therefore, would be qualified separately. Requirements are provided for HMI actions
that are on the PLC such as increasing and decreasing a setpoint. The interactive equipment
for programming and maintenance are connected through a dedicated port on the PLC .
System response times , display requirements and alarm processing requirements are provided.
Plant specific HMI requirements will be addressed during the specific application design. The
above HMI approach is acceptable to the staff.
4.6

Electrical

TR-107330 specifies AC and DC voltage requirements that are intended to envelope most
operating plant electrical systems. As with the other generic specifications of TR-107330 , there
may be some unique applications that the requirements of TR-107330 do not bound. This case
would be addressed in the plant specific application . The power supplies will be qualified in
accordance with sections 4.3 and 4.6. Specifications are also provided for power supplies to
drive external instrumentation loops.
Surge withstand capability will be tested per Section 9 of IEEE C62.41 . TR-107330 lists 11 test
points and specifies that the surge will not damage any other module or device in the PLC or
cause disruption of the operation of the backplane signals or any other data acquisition signals
that could result in a loss of the ability to generate a trip . These tests are within one device and
are not intended to demonstrate isolation between channels or between Class 1E and nonClass 1E systems. Any isolation devices provided as part of the PLC or as stand-alone
components will meet the requirements of IEEE 279 and IEEE 384. Grounding and shielding
requirements will meet the guidelines of IEEE 1050 and EPRI TR-102323 . The staff finds the
electrical component design requirements to be consistent with the guidelines of SRP Chapter
7 and , therefore , acceptable .
4.7

Maintenance

Descriptions are provided in TR-107330 of the features that the PLC will have to support
maintenance activities including surveillance testing requirements. A table is provided listing
the IEEE 338 surveillance test, how the test is to be performed, and the need for any special
equipment or features that the PLC should have to support those tests. The requirements
include the capability to install and remove input/output modules while the system is in service.
Guidance is provided for maintenance human factors such as the requirement for help screens
to be provided with the software. The plant specific maintenance program will be evaluated
during the application design review. The staff finds the maintenance requirements consistent
with the guidelines of SRP Chapter 7 and , therefore , acceptable .
4.8

Requirements for Third Party/Sub-Vendor Items

The PLC qualifier is responsible for verifying that all the items provided by third party vendors
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4.9

Other Requirements

This section of TR-107330 includes communication and software isolation requirements. Data
that is being sent out via the serial port will be broadcast only with no provision for hardware or
software handshaking. The application program will ignore any incoming signals at the serial
port. All communication between redundant PLCs (within a single channel) will be
deterministic. The loss of communications will be detectable.
Security will be provided by both hardware and software . The hardware will be provided with a
mechanism such as a keylock that prevents the PLC from being turned off without the key. The
software will be designed to prevent modification while in service . There have been recent
problems associated with on-line changes (Ref. NRC Information Notice 96-56: Problems
Associated with Testing , Tuning , or Resetting of Digital Control Systems While At Power,
October 22 , 1996). The staff finds the above requirement to be consistent with the guidelines
of SRP Chapter 7 and , therefore , acceptable .
4.10

Shipping and Handling Requirements

Shipping and handling will be in accordance with ANSI N45.2.2. The PLC manufacturer will
provide any specific requirements for storage and shelf life limits. This is acceptable to the
staff.
5.0

ACCEPTANCE/OPERABILITY TESTING

This section of TR-107330 includes requirements on testing performed prior to the qualification
tests to confirm that the application is performing as expected and the PLC is operating
properly. These pre-qualification testing requirements will include the application , initial PLC
calibration , system integration operability prudency, and burn-i n. These tests will establish the
baseline for comparison subsequent qualification tests. Testing will also include verification of
accuracy, time response and loss of power tests. Acceptance criteria is provided for each of
the tests . Prudency testing is a set of tests which are not intended to satisfy any specific
requirement, but will simulate in-service stresses . A burst of events test simultaneously
toggling a large number of the inputs and outputs will be conducted to verify PLC response.
Testing of the serial ports for loss of signal and noise are also included . Included in this section
is a table that identifies which of the operability and prudency tests will need to be performed
during environmental , seismic, and EMI qualification tests. A list is also provided referring to
other sections of TR-107330 for the tests that need to be performed to qualify the various
software objects. Additional test requirements are listed for cases of combining objects or
special cases such as , an object that is not normally in the PLC library. The staff finds the
testing requirements of this section to be consistent with the guidelines of SRP Chapter 7 and ,
therefore , acceptable .
6.0

QUALIFICATION TESTING AND ANALYSIS

This section of TR-107330 describes the process that will be followed to demonstrate that all
requirements that can be shown by test and analysis have been satisfied. The process begins
with the benchmark set of tests described in Section 4 of TR-107330. The PLC package to be
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guidance (Section 5.3.2, commercial dedication) and the guidance of EPRI TR-106439,
"Guideline on Evaluation and Acceptance of Commercial Grade Digital Equipment for Nuclear
Safety Applications: (NRC SER dated July, 17, 1997) and is, therefore, acceptable to the staff.
The application will be monitored during each of the tests.
The hardware configuration will be developed and documented. At least one of each type of
module that is used to meet Section 4 of TR-107330 will be included in the testing . The main
chassis , power supplies and cables will also be included . Guidance is provided for the seismic
and environmental tests so that a worst case condition is established. This is intended to
ensure that any installation will be enveloped by the qualification test.
Guidance is provided for developing the test specimen application program . Program
sequences should be selected to support the acceptability/operability testing specified in TR107330 Section 5. Some of the suggested applications included lead/lag functions , timers and
a range of input and out functions . If a coprocessor is used, it will also have its application
tested . The test support equipment guidance is provided .
The testing will include environmental , ESD, seismic, EMl/RFI , and surge withstand . The
environmental testing will be performed before any of the other tests. Guidance is provided for
test mounting . For example , for the EMl/RFI test, there will be no secondary enclosure. The
EMl/RFI tests will be performed in accordance with TR-107330 Section 4.
The environmental tests will be conducted without additional cooling fans and the power
supplies will be set to maximize the heat load. The plant specific application will need to verify
that the installed condition is enveloped by the generic qualification.
The seismic testing will be done in accordance with IEEE 344 . Add itionally, if relay output
modules are to be included in the qualification package they must be monitored during the
seismic testing. The seismic testing will include a resonance search , five tri-axial operational
basis earthquakes (OBEs), one tri-axial safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) , and a complete
operability test. Seismic qualification by analysis of electromagnetic output contacts is not
acceptable.
The surge withstand testing will be performed in accordance with IEEE C62.45 and Section 4 of
TR-107330. Class 1E to non-Class IE isolation , if needed, may be provided with the PLC or
provided as separate components. ESD and power quality tests will be performed in
accordance with Section 4 of TR-107330 . All of the tests will be checked for conformance with
the requirements of Sections 4 and 5 of TR-107330. Development of the test application
program , procurement, and the tests described in Chapter 6 of TR-107330 will be in
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The staff finds the qualification testing and analysis
requirements to be consistent with the guidelines of SRP Chapter 7 and , therefore , acceptable .
7.0

QUALITY ASSURANCE

The requirements of TR-107330 apply to PLCs that were developed under a 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B program or were procured as commercial products and dedicated for safety-related
applications. If dedicated , the dedication process itself must be performed under a 10 CFR 50 ,
Appendix B program . The Appendix B program will apply to any activities performed to provide
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development, including the system integration .
For commercial items that are dedicated , the qualifier will perform audits to verify that the
vendor's QA program is equivalent to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B or compensating tests can
provide that verification . TR-107330 also states that certification to IS0-9001 is not sufficient
without additional qualifier audits or tests to demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR Appendix B
requirements.
The utility and/or the qualifier will comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 21 for reporting of
defects and nonconformances. In addition, the PLC manufacturer (if not already complying
with 10 CFR 21) will have a program in place supporting problem reporting and tracking. The
plant specific procurement process will need to verify this during the application design phase .
The PLC software verification and validation (V&V) activities will be evaluated to determine that
they have been performed in accordance with the criteria of IEEE 7-4 .3.2 and IEEE 1012. The
EPRI V&V Handbook, EPRI TR-103291 , "Handbook for Verification and Validation of Digital
Systems, Volume I, Volume 11 , & Volume Ill ," provides additional guidance in this regard . The
software requirements documents will be reviewable for completeness, correctness and
consistency. The manufacturer will provide traceability of requirements throughout the life
cycle. There will be both functional and structural testing of the software. Reference is
provided to IEEE 1008, 829 , 1028, 107 4 and 830 for guidance on reviewing the software
development process . These are the standards endorsed by the staff in the regulatory guides
and the acceptance criteria as described in SRP Chapter 7. The above is acceptable to the
staff for the software quality demonstration .
If the software V&V process used by the PLC manufacturer does not meet the applicable
requirements described above , then the qualifier is directed to the guidance provided by EPRI
TR-106439 , "Guideline on Evaluation and Acceptance of Commercial Grade Digital Equipment
for Nuclear Safety Applications" to determine if appropriate compensatory actions have to be
taken in the qualification process. The compensatory actions may be developed as either part
of the generic qualification or as a plant specific requirement.
For the generic qualification to be valid for subsequent versions of the PLC , the manufacturer
must maintain at least the same level of rigor in the development process as originally
approved. This rigor applies to the hardware, firmware , software, tools , and the documentation .
Tom ainta i n this generic qualification over a period of time ,
th e q u a Ii fie r m u s t p e r f o rm p e r i o d i c a u d i ts a n d re v i e w s . TR107330 also provides guidance on commitments from the vendor concerning upward
compatibility and support.
Legacy software ( p re - e x is ti n g s o ft w a re d e v e Io p e d p r i o r to th e
i mplementation of the current software standards and
g u id e s ) used in the PLC may be evaluated using the guidance of EPRI TR-106439 . A
combination of experience and additional testing may permit legacy software to be acceptable
in a new application . If accepted , that software will then be placed under configuration control
by the manufacturer. Configuration control by the qualifier and the utility are described in
section 4 of TR-107330 .
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Guides RG 1.28, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Design and Construction) ,
Revision 3 and RG 1.144, "Auditing of Quality Assurance Programs for Nuclear Power Plants ,
Revision 1 provide additional guidance on the implementation of NQA-1 and related
ANSl/ASME N45 standards . Software configuration management will be in accordance with
Reg Guide 1.169 (which endorses IEEE 828 and 1042). The plant specific configuration
management plan will address the need for computer specific configuration management for
the application .

The PLC qualifier will confirm that the PLC manufacturer maintains a problem reporting and
tracking system that provides an effective means of collecting error reports from all customers
and a timely mechanism for reporting that information to all nuclear customers. This is an
important part of assuring that the intent of 10 CFR Part 21 for reporting of defects and
nonconformances is maintained. The staff finds the quality assurance requirements of TR107330 as modified by the EPRI 4/24/98 letter to be consistent with the guidelines of SRP
Chapter 7, Instrumentation and Controls and SRP Chapter 17.2, Quality Assurance During the
Operations Phase , and therefore , acceptable.
8.0

DOCUMENTATION

The documentation requirements of this section of TR-107330 provide a description of the
equipment, handling and installation information. The PLC manufacturer will provide the
general specification for the PLC including the information required to support the requirements
of the previous sections . The PLC manufacturer will provide information on the operation of the
PLC including status indications, switches or controls . The PLC manufacturer will also provide
detailed information for the application programmers including a summary of the available
functions , a detailed description of the usage of each function , and examples of the applications
of complex function blocks. Limitations and methods for managing resource allocation will also
be included. TR-107330 provides additional guidance on the information that should be
provided for the programmer.
Calibration , troubleshooting , and maintenance information will be provided. Any special
equipment or software needed will be described in the manufacturer's manuals. The qualifier
will provide all documentation supporting the qualification testing described in the previous
sections of TR-107330. This will include the plans , test specifications , procedures , test reports
and design evaluations . A qualification summary document will be provided. Th is document
will describe the qualification envelope which includes the qualification test results . A complete
description of all configuration items will be provided . The FMEA and availability/reliability
analyses will be included in the documentation .
The plans , specifications , and reports from the implementation of the V&V process will be
documented. A description of the hardware and software used in the test specimen(s) will be
provided. The qualification documentation will include a definition of the critical characteristics
(if commercially dedicated) covered by the qualification tests.
All documents necessary to form a description of the PLC will be provided . These include a
functional description , schematics, ladder diagrams, wiring layouts, and installation instructions .
The software and hardware configuration used for qualification will be documented . This
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the specific hardware modules will also be provided. The database used in qualification will be
documented. All values and ranges of parameters will be included.
The setup, calibration and checkout procedures used for qualification will be documented. The
qualification test plan and report will be documented . The test requirements, acceptance
criteria and sequence of testing will be included . The method of recording the test data and the
requirements for test equipment will be included. A summary test report is also required . The
PLC manufacturer will provide the QA plan and certifications of conformance to specifications
and requirements. This includes replacement parts. The staff finds the above documentation
requirements consistent with the guidelines of SRP Chapter 7 and , therefore, acceptable.
9.0

CONCLUSION

TR-107330 , as modified by the 4/24/98 EPRI letter, presents a requirements specification for
generically qualifying a commercially available PLC for safety-related applications. The goal of
this requirements specification is to define the essential , critical technical characteristics that
must be included as part of a PLC design to cover the needs of a range of safety applications.
System and software development and quality processes are addressed in this specification
primarily by references to published standards and guidelines.
The TR-107330 guidance provides for some flexibility in the specific methods for performing the
verification activities necessary to qualify a PLC consistent with staff guidance. Licensees
referencing TR-107330 for a proposed digital modification using PL Cs should document the
qualification process such that there are descriptions and justifications for the alternatives
selected which will support the use of the selected product in a safety-related application .
Because the term "PLC" is used by various manufacturers to label digital equipment with
capabilities from relatively simple to very complex, care should be exercised to assure that TR107330 is not used to attempt to qualify equipment outside its scope .

Based on its review of TR-107330 , the staff concludes that it contains acceptable requirements
specification guidelines that licensees can use in procuring a particular vendor's PLC for use in
a safety system. By following the TR-107330 approach in conjunction with RG 1.28 when
designing digital modifications, licensees will have a requirements specification that will enable
the PLC design to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50 , Appendix A, GDC 1, and Appendix B
for quality of safety-related equipment, and the guidance of the SRP, Chapter 7 as related to
demonstration of qualification of digital systems .
While the staff finds TR-107330 acceptable, it should be noted that it only provides generic
requirements for pre-qualifying commercial PLCs for use in safety-related applications. For
plant-specific applications, the licensee is responsible for ensuring that the system design
incorporating the PLC meets all applicable regulations (e.g ., 10 CFR 50.59 and Appendices A
and B to 10 CFR Part 50) and associated NRG guidance (SRPs and RGs ). Specifically, plantspecific concerns such as diversity, EMl/RFI , separation criteria , operations and maintenance
training , and associated QA commitments must be satisfactorily addressed by the licensee
before the PLC system design can be found acceptable for safety-related applications .
Additionall y, the licensee is responsible for ensuring that the qualifier has satisfactorily
implemented TR-107330 in accordance with Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and 10 CFR Part
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